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ITS NECESSITY
After 25 years of relentless research, P.V.N.Murthy,
former systems manager of Airindia’s computer centre in Mumbai, rediscovered a path-breaking theory
named by him as LINGUAMATHS-mathematics of languages. Its application to many ancient scriptures
exposed the following:
Before ‘pralaya’ (the great deluge) 4 Vedas, 108
Upanishadhs and voluminous allied Vedic
literature were used as textbooks on all conceivable subjects including science and technology at all levels of educational institutions.
Landmass was one at that period (named as
Gondwana by scientists now) and thus Vedic
education system prevailed all over the whole
world and with this knowledge very advanced
civilisation flourished.
The ‘pralaya’ created land drift and landmass was
split into several pieces. Almost entire population perished along with the educational

Institutions and textbooks. South sank and
North rose and in the process most of the
survived textbooks got washed ashore to
the Southern parts of India and also a fewer to the other drifted lands. After the
death of the educated survivors, nobody
could make out the meanings or even the
language of the survived textbooks. So,
most of the existing books on Vedas can
only be the guess works and interpretations by authors of India and other drifted
lands who did not know the actual Vedic
language.

what dizzy heights our technology will rise is
anybody’s guess. This is not one man’s job.
That is why a Vedic Science University is necessitated so that a large team of highly qualified scholars can be trained by Murthy in Linguamaths and Veda Bhasha thru it and assign
one portion of Vedic literature to be decoded
so that the whole Vedic literature get converted into textbooks in science and technology in
two or three years.

The Linguamaths taught in the Diploma course enables the student to mathematically decode each of
the Vedic works into an unadulterated pure textbook
on its own subject of sciences, mathematics, engineering, technology, medicine,, etc. In the rest of
study period, each student should complete the allocated portion under the guidance of Murthy and professors of modern science in the respective subject.

FIRST PHASE of the University

Thus, if 100 students are enrolled for a total of 4–
years (including holidays in between) Ph.D. course,
almost the whole gamut of Vedic and Thamizh Sangam literature get decoded. Thereafter, it is possible
to phase out the present syllabi enforced by the former British rulers and our own to be introduced. This
will pave the way for exploiting thus-far unused theorems of Vedic, and Thamizh Sangam science, for the
further growth of science and technology.

Start one year diploma course in Lingua
maths and Veda Bhaasha for scholars with
Few intelligent people in drifted lands de- minimum qualifications of graduation in any
veloped their own languages based on the science, maths, computers, engg, or mediVedic language they learnt from a few sur- cine.. Syllabus:
vived elders. So the basis for all the lanOne month orientation—Vedic period, its origin
guages remained same and many words
of language, its basis, and reason for its mysare common to all languages even now.
tery,
Murthy extracted the syntax rules common
Nine months Linguamaths—creation of an alto ancient scriptures like Agasthyam, Tholphabet with its 250 definitions, 1080 syntax
kaappiam, Panini, etc. that specialize in
rules with practical application to two different
the theory of designing a language and perscripts, one month each.
fected Linguamaths.
SECOND PHASE
Application of Linguamaths showed that
most of the so-called modern science land- Only the above diploma holders will be eligible
mark theorems are already present in the for the next three year Doctorate course. In 4
same words in Vedas and also Thamizh months, rules for combining alphabets to form
Sangam literature. These include Pythago- words will form the syllabus.
ras, John Dalton, Isaac Newton, Einstein, How to combine words to form sentences along with
Neil Bohr, Chebynov, Lagrange, etc. While their connections to algebra will be the syllabus for 4
months next. Combining sentences to form parawithin the decoded versions of a canto of
graphs, and combining paras to form topics and furAtharva Veda, Brahma Suuthra, Sankhya ther combing topics to form a full subject book will be
Kaarika, Isho, Keno and Katho Upani- syllabus for further 6 months.
shadhs, these many theorems exist al- There will be an aptitude test to decide suitable alloready, if all Vedic literature get decoded, to cation of portion of Vaedhic or Thamizh Sangam liter-

The completed textbooks will be assessed by a panel
of international experts for getting an award of degree
equivalent to Ph.D.

SVVK Trust is donating 33
acres and its educational setup for the purpose. Pictures
show the consortium.

ASWIN TRUST is registered public charitable trust founded by Murthy specially
to raise funds for VEDSRI activities.
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